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{
● The Office of Institutional Diversity, Equity, & 
Inclusion: Mission & Strategic Direction
● Demographics of Providence College
● PC Class of 2023 at a Glance
● Intersectionality of Identity Activity
● Inclusion in the Classroom
Overview
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Dr. Shan Mukhtar, AVP/Director of the Center @ Moore 
Theresa Moore, Visiting Professor for D&I  
(Office of Academic Affairs)
Dr. Saaid A. Mendoza, Assistant Professor of Psychology 
(Faculty in Residence)
Cathy O’Leary, Executive Assistant
Kalan Lewis, Graduate Assistant for OID
Office of Institutional Diversity
{
Our Mission
Rooted in our Catholic and 
Dominican identity, the 
Office of Institutional 
Diversity, Equity, and 
Inclusion advances 
Providence College’s 
commitment to developing 
purposeful collaborations 
across all areas of the 
College and the greater 
community to foster an 
environment where people 
of all backgrounds, 
cultures, identities and 
perspectives can flourish.
Strategic Direction
1. Structural Diversity, 
Access and Equity
2. Institutional 
Infrastructure
3.  Climate and 
Intergroup Relations
4. Formal & Informal 
Curricula
5. Student Learning & 
Development
Mission & Strategic Direction
What do you know about PC?
Raymond McVinney Meagher 
McDerrmott Guzman St. Joe’s
{Full Time Faculty
Male: 62% 
Female: 38%
Faculty of Color: 18%
As of Fall 2018, here are the faculty & student 
demographics:
UG Day Students
Male: 45% 
Female: 55%
Students of Color: 18%
Providence College at a Glance
{
● Gender: 
55% (F) vs. 45% (M)
● Resident Status: 
97.1% vs. 2.9% (Commuter)
● Racial Diversity:
White: 75.5%
AHANA: 17%
All students of Color: 20%
Unknown: 4.5%
● Educational Background:
Parents:
No college: 11.8%
Some college: 3%
● Geography: 
New England: 63.5%
Northeast: 92.4%
● International Students:
29 students
● Majors:
Undeclared: 23%
Business: 34.7%
Education: 5.5%
Liberal Arts: 19.9%
Science/Math/English: 16.9%
● Class Rank:
Top 10% of Class: 35.6% (Class of ‘22)
Top 20% of Class: 59.2% (Class of ‘22)
PC Class of 2023
{ Intersectionality of Identity
{
● Part I: Take 5 minutes to fill in the bubbles based on how 
you self-identify. As you are filling in the bubbles, think 
of how your responses act as possible connectors to or 
dividers from other people whose responses align with 
or differ from yours.
*Note: These identifiers are not all-inclusive so feel free to 
add other identifiers/bubbles. 
● Part II: Break into small groups and discuss your 
responses to part one. Discuss areas where your 
responses could be a possible bias/blind spot you bring 
to the classroom, including curricula, resources, learning 
styles and assessments.
● Part III: Large group discussion 
Activity
{
● Fundamental need to be accepted by others 
while also striving for individuation
○ Belongingness + Uniqueness = Inclusion
● Inclusion + Diversity = Enrichment
○ Skill-sets
○ Innovation
○ Adaptability
○ Perspectives
○ Productivity
Low 
Belongingness
High
Belongingness
Low 
Uniqueness Exclusion Assimilation
High
Uniqueness Differentiation Inclusion
Psychology of Inclusion
Inclusion Framework (Shore et al., 2011)
{
1. If I don’t teach a class about diversity, then I 
shouldn’t have to worry about these issues. 
2. If I get positive reviews, then I don’t have to worry 
about my teaching effectiveness. 
3. If I spend too much time on inclusion, then I worry 
my class content will not get covered.
4. If I prioritize the experience of the minority, then I 
worry the majority will be left out. 
5. If I am not a member of a stigmatized group, then I 
worry I won’t have anything important to say.
Common Concerns
{
1. Diversity is not just about visible stigmas.
2. It may not be effective for everyone.
3. Small changes can go a long way.
4. More structure and opportunities benefit all. 
5. Allies often have more powerful voices.
Response to Concerns
{
1. Grade blindly when possible - reduces the influence 
of stereotypes on evaluations
2. Provide clear expectations for grading - rubrics help 
reduce bias and identify areas of weakness
3. Vary assignment weights - students need more 
opportunities to show how they’ve learned
4. Allow for anonymous participation - it will make it 
easier for students to share their thoughts
5. Get comfortable with silence - it gives students time 
to think and respond
Chronicle of Higher Ed (Sathy & Hogan, 2019)
10 Practical Tips
{
6.  Share your preferred pronouns - it normalizes the 
practice for LGBTQIA individuals
7. Learn your students’ names - individuation makes 
everyone feel cared for and important
8. Tell them about yourself - personalization increases 
their willingness to seek help
9. Teach about growth vs. fixed mindset - it gives   
students confidence that they can get better 
10. Adopt the right goal - avoiding prejudice often 
backfires more than approaching egalitarianism
Chronicle of Higher Ed (Sathy & Hogan, 2019)
10 Practical Tips
{ Thank You
WELCOME TO THE PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE COMMUNITY!
